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President’s Letter
“Your car here.” Last Nov. 24 Ron Morrison and
I met with Victoria Karakian of the Scugog
Shores Museum Village in Port Perry, to check
out the landscape there.
Four inches of snow sparkled under bright sun,
not melting. This was the week Ontario’s long,
temperate fall abruptly ended. There was salt on
the roads, alright, but leaves on some trees and
green, not brown, under the white.
Who was it, the Greek philosopher Heraclitis,
who said, “change is the only constant in life?”
After a very long time staging Rambler Rama at
Haugen's BBQ in Port Perry, your car club must
change venues, and we were at the museum to
check one out, before signing on.
In case you don’t know it, Scugog Shores Museum Village is a charming collection of 11 historic
buildings centred around an old schoolhouse,
with a fine hedgerow of tall trees separating the
buildings from ‒ and I am guessing bringing
summer shade to ‒ an inviting, broad meadow.
Cutting to the chase, this meadow, surrounded
also by herb gardens and Ojibway interpretive
lands, is where Rambler-Rama will be held next
June 25. It is no coincidence ‒ location being
important ‒ that we will be only a few kilometres
from our old place, in the same municipality,
central to much of Ontario.
This is change, but not for change’s sake, I hasten to add.
Haugen's has been getting out of the car show
sideline. “You were our last one,” Steve there
said, when I called aiming to be an early bird to
book the usual date for 2022. Covid has meanwhile sideswiped Ontario’s restaurants, which
were shut but now are scrambling to find help.
The need is to keep food on the table, not steward sidelines, is sort of how Steve put it, kindly
as he could.
But isn’t it also said about change, that it is as
good as a rest? From rests, you emerge fresh,
right? We welcome the new dynamic that this
new venue promises to bring.
“Grass and no heavy traffic,” is what executive
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member Joe Galea, familiar with the location,
wrote back to me.
But besides being beautiful, the museum is its
own draw. We hope people attending its buildings will also check out our cars, much like they
did at Haugen's. Our mission being, as ever, to
keep the spirit of American Motors alive. Meanwhile I’m going to pitch the new location to my
spouse as incentive to come along, help out in
the morning, then look around.
I was running late, the day we visited, and while
waiting for me to show up Ron quizzed Victoria
on such vitals as food, amenities, and water
closets. He summed things up in an email later:
“Easy to find, about 2 kms up the Island Road,
just east of Port Perry; show field very ample,
fully sodded, a big bonus; washrooms within
easy walk from show field; light duty power
source available for DJ; snacks available on
site, a chip wagon type eatery just across Island
Road; willingness to arrange for a food truck to
be onsite; attendees can view museum village
buildings. “Overall, kinda neat location.”
You are probably reading this in the dead of winter, your car up on blocks. But is it ever too early
to imagine spring, and getting your American
Motors-family car out?
So check the map, get your mind revving and
perhaps your booster shots, and imagine “your
car there,” at the first Rambler Rama since
2019, this summer.
June always comes, so make sure you know
where to go: our new spot on Scugog Island,
Ontario, just a couple shifts through 2nd and
3rd gears from the old one.
ALF

Editor’s Notes
I think you will enjoy the Eddie Stakes article
on the “American Motors Dealers Mystery
Trip”. AMC, always innovative, made every
effort to excite the dealer network and did so
on a tight budget. Interested in learning
more, get your hands on a copy of “Mister
Javelin”, the story of Guy Hadsall’s career
with AMC. Hadsall headed up a lot of the
company’s promotional efforts.
Member Submissions

Best wishes to your and yours for a Happy
and Healthy 2022. As much as I was glad to
get 2020 behind me, it will be just great to get
2021 in the rear-view mirror. I am sure you
feel the same. Despite recent developments
on the Covid front, it seems like we are moving toward something that may pass as normalcy and this surely includes an old car season with car shows to attend.
Alf has shared the good news on RamblerRama 2022 so get the word out. At this end
we will do our best to ensure every AMCer is
aware as we want that massive show field
(front page) covered in Ramblers, AMCs, with
a good sampling of eligible Jeeps, Hudsons
and Nashes, to boot.

The inbox is empty. Take time and write the
story of your car. We will all enjoy reading
the about it.
Housekeeping
Our Marketplace (Classifieds) section is becoming stale once again. Please check to
see if you have something posted and send
me a quick email to advise of its continuing
need or that it can be deleted. If I don’t hear
from you by January 31, 2022, I will take
that as indication your ad should be deleted.
I am still receiving renewal payments without an accompanying application form. A
helpful thing to have, it cuts down in the
work here in the Club’s back-office. Just a
reminder.
RON

While different from Haugen's, I think you will
be pleased with the location and the amenities
and the Museum itself offers great opportunities to explore a bit of “old” Ontario. Bring your
spouse, children and grandchildren, make a
family day of it as now there is something for
them to do as you check out the cars.
Speaking of Haugen's, they deserve a big
thank you for hosting us for so many years. A
great team, they did their best to accommodate us. As Alf mentioned, NRCC was the
last organization to run a show at their location which says a lot about the relationship we
enjoyed. Haugen’s will be missed, but as Bob
Dylan once sang, “the times they are achanging”.
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IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER
From time to time the Northern Ramblers Car Club, in its Newsletter AM
Spirit, publishes articles dealing with automotive technical matters, and
mechanical tips/directions. Every effort is made to provide accurate and
complete information. However, with the thousands of documents available,
often obtained, or uploaded, within short deadlines, we cannot guarantee
that there will be no errors. Additionally, the Northern Ramblers Car Club,
its Executives/Directors, and the contributing authors of published information, assume no legal liability whatsoever for the accuracy, completeness, usefulness or safety of any information, product, or process disclosed
herein and do not represent that use of such information, product, or process would not infringe on privately owned rights. Insomuch that the restoration and repair of older automobiles is complex, and at times dangerous,
readers are urged to verify all restoration and repair tips contained in AM
Spirit Newsletters, or from any other source for that matter, with a licensed
mechanic prior to proceeding.

American Motors Dealers Mystery Trip:
The AMC Airlift
Eddie Stakes

AMC had jumped into the promotions and
events game a little late, but had learned
fast and quick how to out-maneuver the
competition. Fresh off the successful
“Mission AMX” promotions at various Playboy VIP Clubs throughout the US from February 15th through March 22nd 1968, and
presenting a "Playboy Pink" AMX to Playmate of the Year Angela Dorian...AMC had
bigger plans for the Dealer Announcement
Meetings in the works.

Hadsall: "In 1967 we dropped our road show
format and began using a closed circuit telecast, the first US automaker to do this for an
announcement show. The airplane charters
had served us well in the past ferrying dealers to events, but this time we tried a different
approach. In 1968 Hadsall announced yet another first for new car announcement shows,
and it involved charters again, but this time
21 American Airlines ‘Astro 707’ big jets, and
in a very different way! The new car announcement was billed as the ‘Mystery Trip’.
Guy Hadsall Jr. was American Motors man
How it was to work was AMC Zone Managers
in charge of Automotive Display and Events, invited dealers, in their area, to meet at an
at this time, and handled all the logistics,
airport in the Zone headquarters' city (or
planning, scheduling of moving vehicles,
nearest large city) for a ‘one day mystery trip’.
crew, trucks, trailers, setup, and more on the The purpose of the trip, of course, was to inAuto Show Circuit. There was 2347 AMC
troduce the upcoming 1969 line-up of AmeriDealerships in 1968, and the formidable task can Motors cars."
of getting all those Dealers to the "big dealBarton: "I tried to explain to my wife that I had
er’s announcement meeting" fell on Hadto get up to DC (from Staunton, VA) for an
sall's plate. Included in this number was the AMC promotion. This was supposed to be a
dealership owned by Lynn Barton, one of
one day event, however, a long day. We
the highest volume dealerships in the Wash- were, along with several other dealers, to
ington zone, and heavily involved in stock
meet at a predetermined place near the aircar racing. In fact they have a picture
port, and go on an all expenses paid trip. No
(below, taken year’s after this story) of Lynn one knew where and some of the dealers,
(on the left) sitting on the hood of Bobby Alli- especially the older ones, griped about the
son’s famous NASCAR Matador.
secrecy surrounding the whole event. Plus,
some of these fellows were your competitors
who you may or may not have wanted to be
around to begin with, much less on a trip of
any kind!"
Hadsall: "When the trip was announced, we
didn't even tell the Zone Managers where the
destination was; we just told them they would
be returned same day, after dark. A number
of the Zone Managers complained that they
should know where they are going. AMC
Management finally did reveal the destination, although the Zone Managers had to
promise they would not spoil the surprise by
Below are some quotes from both Allison and Mr. tipping off dealers, and as far as we know,
Barton that set the tone for this story.
they did indeed keep their promises."
>>
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The Mystery Trip was the brainchild of the Tom
Thomas Organization, and Guy Hadsall was
put in charge of the coordination between AMC
and Tom Thomas. They had worked well together before and this no exception. The logistics to pull off an event of this magnitude were
huge. The "concept" was cleared by AMC Management in the spring of 1968. One of the
goals was to bring this show in at under one
million dollars. We had many meetings with
American Airlines in both Detroit and Los Angeles to iron out details. The decision to use Los
Angeles Airport (LAX) as the destination airport
came about because it had several advantages for a "fly in" event like the one we had
in mind. LAX was a major hub of AA. They had
a large maintenance base there, and an area
around the base where we could park our 21
707 jets coming in from all over country; without interfering with normal operations at airport.
As the jets arrived, they would taxi up to the
area near the display area, passengers would
get off, then jets would taxi to the nearby parking area. We had the jets arriving in 10 minute
intervals. We could unload up to 3 jets at a
time. It worked. The Airlines Operations Department had contact with each airplane from
the time they departed their original city until
they landed at LAX. They could speed up, or
slow down jets to keep flights coming in on 10
minute
windows.
Two areas that American Airlines did not operate from were Portland, OR Denver, CO. So a
charter with TWA was to originate in Portland,
fly to Denver, pick up dealers then head to
LAX. Something also had to be done with the
Los Angeles Dealers. So they were put on a
plane to San Francisco to pick up SF dealers,
then fly out over ocean and watch promotional
films. After a while they headed back to LAX for
the show, and after the event the LA dealers
went home by car while SF dealers were returned home by Pacific Southwest Air.
Barton: "the last thing I wanted to do was fly
thousands of miles cross country in one day to
an event, as we were used to the traveling
events AMC had put on in the past. And while
not an inconvenience to drive several hundred
6

miles or fly to New York or Philly, this was
a flight from Washington DC to Los Angeles...and BACK in a 24 hour period."

Hadsall: "The meeting (at LAX) itself was
casual and part of it was held outdoors.
We had installed a above ground swimming pool and portable dressing rooms,
and loaned swim trunks to those who
wanted to take a dip. Some of our dealers
had to sober up as the adult beverages
had flowed freely during the flights of
which some flights were long. During planning, a question came up on how to fill up
the pool and take chill out of water. Airport
Fire Department solved the problem by
using a nearby hydrant and hose, and a
maintenance
man came up with the idea of using steam
hoses to heat the pool. We also put three
putting greens in with golf balls and putters. The dealers had been fed en route to
LAX, but we also provided refreshments
and snacks at the event at the hangar."
Hadsall: "When the dealers landed they
were met by a mariachi band and taken by
bus to the mammoth American Airlines
hangar, that had been transformed...for
this day...to resemble a movie set. Swimming pool, palm trees, and many beautiful
girls around the pool area wearing, what
else, skimpy bikinis of red, white and blue.
AMC executives including Roy D. Chapin,
William Luneberg and William Pickett gave
brief talks knowing many of the dealers
wanted to enjoy themselves.
Norton Mockbridge wrote about the American Motors Airlift later in the American Airlines Jan/Feb 1969 issue of the in-flight
magazine "the American Way": "During
the flight, AM Dealers viewed a special 45
minute film. Shown on Astra Color, the film
followed American Motors 1969 models
around in such settings as the Arizona desert, New Orleans, Hialeah, to name a
few; Roy D Chapin AM's Board Chairman,
William V. Luneberg, President and W. S.
Pickett Vice President Auto Sales, happily
declared this was the first automotive >>

sales meeting ever held in the sky..."we wanted a very dramatic meeting" claimed Chapin. I
agreed that he had picked a wing dinger, but I
asked whether hiring the 21 Astrojets for the
one day session wasn't a mite expensive. I had
heard the tab was close to $325,000. "No" he
said "Actually it was less costly in money and
time than our old method of holding six or seven Dealer Conventions in different zones
around the country."
Barton: "Besides all the fanfare at the airstrip,
AMC had assembled a number of well know
race cars on the tarmac. Many of us had got to
meet Craig and Lee Breedlove from the Mission AMX appearances at the Playboy clubs
earlier, but here they were again, along with
Hayden Proffitt, Ron Root, and a number of
the cars. When Hayden fired up the 68 Rebel
Funny Car, people covered their ears, that was
1200 horsepower coming from that thing. It
was sponsored by Grant Engineering and a
number of their execs were also invited. The
Ron Root Javelin had made a name for itself in
Southern California on the drag circuit but
while many of us had heard of its achievements, most of us east of Nevada to east coast
had never seen it. It was sponsored by the
Southern California Dealers Association, while
I had thought it was sponsored by Ben Carco
AMC. There was over 20 American Motors
race cars there including several from Dick Allen’s dealership. The Doug’s Headers rear engine dragster ‘Javelin 1’along with two other
Southern California drag Javelins, the Gary
Crane ‘Travellin Javelin’ and Gary Reid’s
‘Nutcracker’ also were trailered to this event."
Barton: "We made it back to the east coast
about 10:00pm EST, all of us were extremely
tired and some stayed at hotels in DC that
night, exhausted from the cross country, twice,
trip in one day, and would drive home next
morning. It was an event that showcased
American Motors new found success in not only a variety of racing programs, but also let
dealers know that we, as dealers, were onto
something successful by selling American Motors products. There was a feeling that we
'were family' no matter how much volume you
may have done, and the exposure from AMC's
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racing successes in Trans Am, NASCAR,
SCCA and NHRA was going to exploit this
and translate into more dealership traffic,
especially for the new AMX and hot selling
Javelin, which would then trickle over into
other models like Rebel, Rogue, Ambassador and others."
And now, from my personal collection of
American Motors photos comes a few extremely rare photos I would like to share
with every one of the AMC Dealership
Mystery Trip Photo 1: Doug Thorley Rear
Engine Javelin 1;
The man on the left is unidentified, while
legendary AMC race driver Ike Knupp is
shown on right standing in front of the
Doug's Headers Javelin 1. Ike was in
charge of Electrical after being brought
over from Chrysler and had been a successful racer with the BP 60 AMX. Doug
Thorley's Javelin was originally was a 449
inch AMC 401 wedge with a B&M torque
converter tuned by Gary Slusser. The
chassis was a 122 incher, built by Woody
Gilmore.
Thorley officially turned a 8.23 @ 186.60
MPH, although Super Stock magazine
mentioned the car had turned 7's! It was
destroyed by Norm Weekly in Irwindale,
CA in 1969 after he had just turned a 8.00
@ 205 MPH. Note the "Official NHRA"
towing car to the right in the photo wearing
Cragars, it is a white 68 Ambassador station wagon 'official vehicle'.

>>

Photo 2. Grant Rebel SST Funny Car driven
by Hayden Proffitt. This was the 1968 Grant
Rebel, the 67 had been retired. Dealers
oogle over the powerful engine of this funny
car, as it had been breaking records with legendary driver Proffitt behind the wheel and
was a huge crowd pleaser at racing events
with its wheel standing capabilities. Jack
Campbell and Skip Floyd are mentioned on
the fender, while sponsors including Meguiar,
Good Year, Champion and of course Grant
featured. Note the sheer size of the hangar in
the background and large American Motors
sign behind the Rebel.

Photo 3. Lee Breedlove speaks to the crowd
in front of one of the record setting Breedlove
AMXs. This car had been making countless
appearances across the US including inside
airports with displays, capitalizing on American Motors shattering 106 national and international records. You can see the complete
list of United States Auto Club (USAC) records Craig and Lee broke on my site here:
Craig and Lee Breedlove's AMX Records.

Photo 4. Ron Root's Super Stock Southern
California Dealers Association Javelin lighting up the tarmac. The So Cal Javelin had
experimental fiberglass on it, the Droke
Brothers created a XP Package for the
Javelin including functional twin MOD
scoops (similar to W30 Olds) a flattened
rear spoiler and 1/4 extensions, along with
Grant steering wheel, chrome Cragar SS
rims and a bright, chrome large tachometer. The XP Package was offered for sale
thru AM Dealers, I have only seen two actual XP Javelins my whole life, ok, three
counting the Ron Root Javelin. Note in
background on tarmac a red, white and
blue drag Rambler (might be The Menacer)
and a NHRA AMX to the right and the number of dealers wearing red, white and blue
windbreakers. There is one gentleman directly behind the tip of the Ron Root Javelin with a movie camera.

Photo 5. The 1968 Grant Rebel SST Funny
Car loosens up the cement at LAX. At the
sound of 1200 horsepower some dealers
and spectators in background can be seen
holding ears, chances are people in jets
several terminals and runways over were
wondering what all the noise was. In the
background is the Southern California
Dealers Association Super Stock Javelin
driven by Ron Root, while next to is Craig
Breedloves #1 record shattering AMX. Several dealers can be seen in this photo with
movie cameras.
Photo # 5 Continued 12
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Fuel Gauge & Instrument Cluster
Trouble Shooting
Ken Bean

Courtesy of Weather Eye News, Publication of the Cascade Rambler Club

I have a 69 AMX, but the following article should be useful to Javelin, Rebel and Ambassador series owners. At least that’s my hope. The saga began with a fuel sender that read
full. Although annoying it remained a low priority item considering all the other projects I
had to get done to make the car a reliable runner. However, it moved up the list one day
when it finally quit reading all together. To insure it wasn’t the gauge I jacked the car up,
crawled underneath and removed the fuel sender wire (yellow) from the fuel sender and
took a short piece of wire and grounded the connector to the frame. The wife was nice
enough to sit in the car and tell me the gauge response. It pegged to full which indicates
that the gauge is good and the sender is bad. You can do this test when alone by using a
long piece of wire that allows you to sit in the car while you ground it to the sill plate.
I ordered a fuel sender from American Parts Depot and while I waited for it to arrive I went
ahead and drained the gas tank. It’s been a long time since I have had a mouth full of gas
and I suddenly remembered why it’s a good idea to get one of those transfer siphon pump
hoses that you can get at any auto parts store for $10 or less. Once empty and before lowering the tank make sure to disconnect sending and ground wires along with the fuel feed
and tank vent hoses. In my case, the hoses were so old and hard I went ahead and cut
them. I knew I was going to replace them with new hoses anyway. I cleaned the forty plus
years of dirt caked on the gas tank strap bolts and lowered the tank. Oh yeah, I recommend
wearing your safety glasses because it’s amazing how much debris will rain down on you
while doing these operations.
Once the tank was out of the car I cleaned the grime from around the fuel sender to prevent
dirt from falling into the tank. Once this was done I took a brass punch to the sender lock
ring for removal. This might be over cautious, but I didn’t want to create any sparks around
a gas tank full of vapor. Once the sender was removed I inspected it and found that the little brass float was cracked and full of gas. I also inspected the interior of the tank to get a
feel for the shape. Do this with a flashlight, don’t use your lighter. I determined the interior
of the tank was in pretty good shape. There was some debris and minimal rust from years
of use, but not so much that it needed replacing. However, I did decide to add a large canister style fuel filter to keep debris out of my carburetor. I can speak from experience; this is
a small investment to prevent hassles from clogged carburetor jets. The fuel sender arrived
and I installed everything in reverse order. Make sure you inspect the tank strap bolts and
straps before reinstallation to make sure they don’t have evidence of excessive wear. You
don’t want the tank falling out on your way to the next car show. When reattaching the
ground wire insure the connections are clean. It’s really not a good idea to reattach the
ground wire using the original rusty old screw along with the terminal sitting against the
rusty old frame. Use a new screw and dig out the Scotch Brite to get some fresh frame metal.
All excited I filled up the tank and looked at the fuel gauge and it read ! full. Hmmm…not the
result I expected. After looking in the service manual under Instrument Cluster Component
Tests I realized that the Instrument Voltage Regulator could be the culprit for the incorrect
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reading. However, a bad regulator should also affect my temp gauge reading and it seemed
to be working fine, at least that’s what I thought. After consulting the trusty service manual
again it provided the test instructions on how to isolate the regulator as being the problem.
A 10 Ohm resistor would do the trick. I headed to my local Radio Shack via the donut shop
and picked up a 10 Ohm resistor, actually, you get two in package for about two bucks. Following the instructions in the service manual I went to the temp sensor on the engine, removed the sender wire, and placed the resistor between it and ground. Bingo, instead of
the gauge dial reading at “H” it read about ! of the scale. Not taking anything for granted I
decided to check my new fuel sender. To do this I removed the sender wire and took
my trusty Ohm meter and measured how many Ohms from the sender and it read 10 ohms.
No revelation here because that’s what it’s supposed to read with a full tank. If you don’t
have a full tank you could use the 10 Ohm resistor and put the resistor between the fuel
sender wire and ground and see what the gauge does. I actually did this and the gauge
still read ! full, double confirmation. Armed with this knowledge I confirmed that the service
manual says “If both “indicators, fuel and temperature, read either too high or too low, the
instrument voltage regulator is not operating correctly and must be replaced.” Now for the
real fun!

I ordered the replacement instrument cluster regulator and proceeded to remove the instrument cluster. After disconnecting the battery I removed the screws from the bottom of the
cluster overlay. Once the screws are removed grab the bottom of the cluster overlay and
pull gently outward towards the back of the car. There are a couple tabs at the top of the
overlay (see photo) that are inserted in the dash that act somewhat like hinges. The overlay needs to be swung out far enough to clear the slots and prevent damage to both the
tabs and corresponding dash slots.

With the cluster overlay removed the instrument cluster is now exposed. Remove the
screws and then the fun begins. The first order of business is to disconnect the speedometer cable. I thought removing the clock would provide me easy access to the cable, bit it
turns out that there is a dash cross member that prevents this. This move really didn’t
waste my time because the clock doesn’t work and needs to be sent out for repair anyway.
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I resorted to the good old fashioned method of wedging my body between the seat and
door, and snaking my arm up behind the dash. As I get older and fatter this has become
much harder. It reminds me of a twisted upside-down sort of catfish noodling with the
elements of groping around until you feel the speedo connector.

Once I got the speedometer to release it’s grip I was able to pull the instrument cluster out
and carefully disconnect the cluster pin plug from the back of the panel. Do not pry under
the plug because you risk damaging the printed circuit board that makes up the back of the
instrument cluster. The easy to remove items are the parking brake light, flasher unit, and in
my case the two tachometer wires.

Once all of these items are disconnected you can remove the cluster and head to the work
bench. Make sure you lay something soft on your work surface so you don’t scratch the
cluster lens while you are servicing the instrument cluster. The offending regulator is the
rectangular metal can with three flat leads pressed into the printed circuit board. I gently
rocked it out of the terminals and replaced it with the new one. While I had the cluster out
I replaced all the burned out light bulbs and a couple of the bulb sockets which had broken
tabs. Fortunately these are very available from your local AMC parts supplier.
Now normally you would put everything back together in reverse order, but my wife would
contend that I’m not normal so here’s what I did next. The speedometer face was very yellow comparison to the corresponding tachometer face. I decided to try and do something
about this cosmetic problem if I could.
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I removed the cluster lens by taking a pair of pliers and bending back the little metal tabs
on the cluster housing. Do this carefully so you don’t break the lens.
Remove the lens and expose the gauge faces and the little cardboard light pipes can be removed and put aside. You can see in the above photo the face plate discoloration is pretty
severe. To remove the speedometer the instrument cluster has to be turned over and two
screws removed from the back of the speedometer. It can then be slid out of the housing.
Be very careful you don’t want damage the dial needles.
Now that I had the speedometer removed I decided to try and use a very fine abrasive to
see if I could remove the discoloration. The product I decided to use was a plastic fine
scratch remover made by Novus. Being the experimental type I also used Wenol’s Ultra
Soft Polish. The results were equivalent and effectively removed the discoloration. I was
very, very light handed on the silkscreened lines wiping in the directions of the lines and not
in a circular motions.

Before

After

Once cleaned up I used a wax to provide a protective coating and slow future discoloration.
I was very pleased with the result so I reassembled everything.
Success! Now my instrument cluster looks good, lights, fuel and temp gauges all work.
AMC Mystery Trip … 10
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Member Cars

Pictured, the simply lovely AMX of David Hall. Obviously, David was out for a late season
drive, and we all know how precious those last drives are as we get our cars ready for winter hibernation. Of the car itself, David says “when I went looking for an AMX in 2008, my
preferences were for a 390, 4spd car in Rally Green, with silver stripe, and tan interior. Any
other combination would have been ok if the price and condition were reasonable. I found
this one in York, Pennsylvania in 2010, and it ticks all my boxes.” This is not David’s first
AMX as he had in 1970 a white 1968 4spd car which he “traded in 1973 for a Ford Cortina
and cash because I could hardly afford the fuel. I vowed that I would have (another ) AMX
one day.” Looking forward David to seeing you and car at Rambler-Rama 2022.
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In Defence of AMC
Phillip Simms

Most of the book and magazines I read and the
occasional documentary I view about older American cars seldom include information about Nash
or Ramblers. Even when a reference is made it is
often brief and unflattering. Here is a case in
point. A few weeks ago I watched a discussion
about either a 1963 or 1964 Rambler two door
hard top that was in a line-up to be auctioned. The
supposed old car expert began his criticism with
the comment “It’s only a Rambler”. He further
commented that even though the car was in very
good condition for its age it probable would fetch
about $4,500.00 at best because it would be of
interest to a very small number of collectors.
I strongly suspect that most people who criticize
Nash and AMC products do so out of ignorance.
Just because Nash and AMC did not achieve the
record sales of Ford, General Motors and Chrysler it does not follow that they were product failures. Having grown up around a Nash and an
AMC dealership I know that many buyers were
highly satisfied with their purchases. My father did
autobody work on Hudson, Nash and Ramblers
for about 14 years. He advised that they were
known for water leaks around the windshield, the
rear window and in the trunk, but so were those
manufactured by the big three. Chryslers he said
were well known for rusted out trunk floors.
Nash, a forerunner of AMC, achieved a number of
automotive innovations. Nash was the first North
American auto manufacturer to offer an optional
electric clock for its cars. In 1938 it offered fully
reclining front seats that converted into beds. That
same year it offered an optional conditioned air
heating/ventilation system. In 1941 it offered the
first mass produced unibody construction car
manufactured in the United States. In 1949 it produced the “Airflyte” aerodynamic body designed in
a wind tunnel. Its dynamics were much superior to
those of the Packard which displayed similar
looks. The 1949 Nash with the with the fullyreclining front seats, optional pneumatic mattresses and the Nash-Kelvinator Weather Eye system
of heating and ventilation made Nash the most
habitable long-distance touring cars in North
America. In 1950 Nash developed the Rambler,
the first modern compact car and the only successful compact car of the decade. In 1951
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it offered the Nash Healy, the first American
sports car since the 1930s. In 1954 it introduced
the Nash Metropolitan, the first compact car
sold in North America and the forerunner of today’s sporty fuel efficient compact cars. Nash
was also the first auto manufacturer to offer seat
belts. As the years went by and AMC emerged
the list of options grew tremendously. In 1963
Motor Trend magazine awarded AMC its “Car of
the Year” award for its nine model line-up. AMC
was the only American auto manufacturer to
take a serious interest in developing a version of
the Wankel engine and front wheel drive for installation in one of its models. Those are only a
few of the long list achievements. AMC was innovative in many ways during its 33 year history. It used outside suppliers for many of the
components used in their cars while the Big
Three built their cars completely in-house. In
1969 it was the first North American auto manufacturer to offer air conditioning as standard
equipment on a line of its cars, the Ambassador.
It anticipated automotive trends before they occurred, such as fuel efficiency.
By manufacturing the Gremlin it became the first
North American auto manufacturer to build a
sub-compact car. In designing the Pacer it offered futuristic aerodynamic body design that
offered a space efficient interior, aircraft doors,
and would have been powered by the Wankel
engine if GM had not cancelled its agreement to
manufacture the engine. The Pacer was also
North America’s first wide-bodied sub-compact
car. The Javelin was a forerunner of the pony
car. As for muscle cars, there was the AMX. In
manufacturing the Eagle it offered a sport utility
vehicle years before the Big Three. It marketed
their vehicles to outdoor enthusiasts in the form
of the highly successful Jeep. It sought international partnerships for its manufacturing and
sales division. It sought economic refuge with a
foreign manufacturer, Renault of France.
Let’s take a brief look at list of some of the automotive product failures. Ford’s Lincoln Continental of the 1940s was powered by a highly
inefficient V-12 engine that many owners replaced with GM V-8 engines. The Lincoln’s automatic transmission was so unreliable that few
Continued ...16

Indicators of an Early Production
1968 Javelin
1968 cars built in late 1967 differ in a multitude of small ways from cars built during calendar year 1968. Reasons vary but mostly
relate to production considerations and new
safety/regulatory requirements introduced effective January 1, 1968. Here are a hand-full
of things that indicate an early production
Javelin. The below pictures are of my car.
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AMC traditionally placed the VIN tag on top
of the right wheel-house panel. This is the
case with early cars (pic 1). Effective
01/01/1968 a tag was required by law to be
placed attached to the cowl, forward of the
dash pad in the left-hand corner. Wheelhouse and cowl tags both, continued for a
while, with the wheel-house tag dropped in
the early 1968. My car has no dash VIN tag
(pic 2).
Early production cars used left-over door
handles (pic 3) from the 1967 production
run.
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Front-seat shoulder belts were optional on
early production cars. Mine obviously was
ordered without this option and the mounting holes were covered with plugs (pic4).
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Once the AMX was introduced the Javelin
nameplate was moved from the glovebox
to the centre of the dash. The nameplate
on my glovebox is just visible (pic 5) to the
far right.
>>>

1950s? The dream car that was intended as
Ford’s model to fill the gap between the Mercury and Lincoln lines failed so miserably that after three years of production Ford wrote off an
astounding 250 million dollar loss (about $1 billion in today’s economy). An acquaintance of
mine who owned one, reported that even as a
new car it was so unreliable that he would not
risk driving it outside of Toronto for fear of it
breaking down.
General Motors also produced their share of
lemons. Do you remember the unreliable Vauxhall Viva? The Chevrolet Corvair had serious
safety issues which Ralph Nader adamantly
Every early Javelin, regardless of engine, had pointed out. Then there was the Chevrolet Vega and the Pontiac Astra. They were so poorly
a bracket on the top-side of the left inner fend- built they began rusting before they left the
er for the mounting of the six-cylinder battery
dealer’s showroom. The aluminum sleeve entray. Obviously a production decision. My car
gines were well known for high oil consumption.
is absent the bracket which I unknowingly had Finally, there was the Pontiac Aztek, GM’s midremoved (superfluous) when the engine comsize crossover that Time magazine described
partment was detailed and painted. What reas “the worst car of all time”. The Daily Telegraph consumer poll placed it at the top of its
mains is the mounting hole (pic 6) for the
list of “The 100 Ugliest Cars”.
bracket.
Most of us are well aware of the rusty Ford’s
manufactured from the mid-1960s to the late
1970s. Fords showed signs of rust at the end of
7 the first year and by the end of the third year
they were beyond repair. Dissatisfied Canadian
Ford owners launched a massive class action
law suit against Ford Motor Company and Ford
negotiated a multi-million dollar settlement.
Many Ford owners of that era never bought another Ford. The Ford Pinto had a serious safety
issue regarding its fuel tank. Ford’s failure to
remedy the situation landed it into some costly
law suits. Some of the imports were no better.
My instructor for a course in quality control, a
proud Englishman, described Jaguar as the
world’s most expensive junk on four wheels.
Albeit, the quality of Jaguar improved after Ford
Black wiper and light knobs, and black faced
acquired it. Japanese cars from the 1960s until
gauge dials, were the norm on early production cars (pic 7). Sometime in the production the 1980s rusted badly. The list goes on.
So the next time someone criticizes a Nash or
cycle, chrome knobs replaced black knobs,
and black gauge faces were changed to silver, an AMC product, or you for owning one, remind
them that the Big Three auto makers produced
for cosmetic reasons. (The distorted appearance of the recessed clock shown is a result of the largest number of North American product
failures. AMC’s only problem was that it did not
camera angle and reflected light.)
sell a high enough volume of vehicles and as a
result lacked visibility. Also, in the 1960s AMC
In Defence …. 14
was not trying to entice new car buyers by winsurvived to 10,000 miles before they were rening races at the drag strip or by building luxury
placed with a standard transmission. From the
gas guzzling cars that approached the size of
1950s until the 1970s Chrysler products were noaircraft carriers. As owners and admirers of
torious for not starting during damp weather condi- Nash and AMC products we have many good
tions. Remember the Ford Edsel of the later
reasons for being proud of our passion.
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Membership Updates
New and Renewing Members
Important Reminder
Allison, James - Tiny ON
Baker, Dave - Dunsford ON
Baldwin, Bruce - Barrie ON
Barron, Wayne & Carol - Kelowna BC
Bulloch, Christopher - Brantfoed ON
Chamnes, Lloyd - Stittsville ON
Devine, Malcom - Gull Lake, SK
Galea, Joe - Pickering ON
Hall, David - Scarborough ON
Henderson, Kevin - Newcastle ON

Send Renewal and New Applications,
and payments, ONLY to the Treasurer.
Mailing to other members of the executive delays the member “set-up” and
“renewal “processes”.
Ron Morrison
176 Sheardown Drive
Nobleton, ON L0G 1N0

Keizerwaard - Burlington ON

Khouri, Greg - Montreal QC
Kulas, Bill - Minden ON
Lonski, Janice - Bartlesville, Oklahoma, USA
Maben, George - Yorkton SK

Your e-mail Address Needed

McLaughlin, Rick - Quesnel BC
Monetta, Fred - Thornhill ON
Mussieu, Paul - Edmonton AB

Nesbitt, Charles - Whitby ON
Roger, Mark - Toronto ON
Schoffer, Luke - Ancaster )N
Stover, Gary & Julie - Mount Elgin ON
Taylor, Scott- Mississagua ON
Watkins, John - Campbellford ON
Waugh, Kevin - Summerside PEI

The club is using e-mail more and
more to provide reminders, updates,
notices of cars or parts for sale, or
wanted. So don’t miss out. Provide us
with your current e-mail address if you
haven’t done so already. If you don’t
have one, can you use your partner’s,
family member or that of a friend. To
provide updates:

Williams, Brian - Cornwall ON

ronald.ron.morrison@gmail.com
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Special Interest Items
Dealer principals do from time to time tuck
certain cars away, either for sentimental
reasons or maybe future profits. Hemmings
in the above noted article chronicles the history of a fairly rare AMC with 30,000 miles
of usage. Bowen-Fischer Motors in Muskegon, Michigan, never titledt he car, eventually putting it in long term storage.
https://www.hemmings.com/stories/2021/09/29/rarenever-titled-1979-amc-amx-has-gone-more-than-fourdecades-without-leaving-its-original-

The keys to escape vapour lock
A source of discouragement for many in the hobby
is vapour lock. Simply said, the gas enroute to the
carburetor vaporizes and the fuel pump is unable
to deliver. I remember as a kid experiencing it in
the extreme. Driving my 1968 6 cylinder Rebel, the
car, in warm weather, would die on the ramp after
exiting Highway 400 or 401. I learned to carry a
can of Coke to shake and spray on the fuel pump
to cool it down should this happen. Worked every
time. driving.ca on September 21/2021, in the
above noted article, covers all the bases with respect to combatting this phenomena. https://
driving.ca/column/corner-wrench/corner-wrench-the-keysto-escaping-vapour-lock

Rare, never titled 1979 AMC AMX has gone
4 decades without leaving its
original dealership
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Car Tech has recently published a guide to
the rebuilding and modification of AMC
Gen 2 and Gen 3 engines. The book
contains detailed photos and instructions
beginning with disassembly and determining the machining that will be needed. All of
the fine details about boring and honing,
crankshaft grinding, balancing, cylinder
head rebuilding, engine
assembly, oil modifications, and performance upgrades are detailed with photos.
Many of the specialized machining tips that
are needed for a performance build that
your local machine shop might not know
about are included.
https://www.midlifeclassiccars.com/products/
amc-v-8-engines-1966-1991-how-to-rebuildmodify
>>>

Rare 1970 AMC AMX comes out of storage
to flex its mid-mounted V-8
Autoevolutions tells again the story of the
AMX III, with a focus on a particular car, one
of six built and surviving in the hands of private collectors. The car surfaced to participate in the Eyes on Design car show.

A Gallery of Jeep Waggoneers Year by
Year
Hemmings has posted a pictorial history of
the Jeep Wagoneer, with most pictures appearing to be factory promotional shots.
https://www.hemmings.com/stories/
gallery/jeep-wagoneer-year-by-year?
slide=4

https://www.autoevolution.com/news/rare-1970amc-amx-3-comes-out-of-storage-to-flex-midmounted-v8-169775.html

The 1971-1974 AMC Javelin Is a Collectible
Classic.
On January 4, 2021, Motor Trend posted the
above article which reviews the second generation
Javelin, and in particular the evolution of
“Designer” cars, with emphasis on the Pierre Cardin Series. An interesting historic note, the Cardin
package cost $85 and was available on both Javelins and Javelin AMXsThe subject car is a
1972 360 Javelin SST with a nice load of options. The car was acquired in Osler, Saskatchewan and fit the 1970’s vibe the current
owners were trying to incorporate in their life
style and Palm Springs residence. https://
www.motortrend.com/features/collectible-classic1971-74-amc-javelin
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The unibody XJ Cherokee blazed the
trail for today’s popular, car-based
crossover SUVs
The above article, published October 2021 by
Hemmings Motor News tells the story. https://

www.hemmings.com/stories/2021/09/27/theseunibody-sportwagons-blazed-the-trail-for-todays
-popular-car-based-crossover-SUVs

Darryl Rae 647-231-1699

The Brigitte Bardot Connection
It seems car manufacturers have always used beautiful people to backstop their ads. AMC
was no different and with the launch of the Pacer the company engaged Brigitte Bardot. Regardless of your opinion on the Pacer, you have to admit her presence does add to the image presented and it had nothing to do with cars, per se. The upper right image is of a cover
for AMC’s automobile club magazine the existence of which in t he day is a new discovery
for me.
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Rambler-Rama 2022
Our 26th Annual All American Motors Car Show & Swap Meet
Open to AMC, Jeep (Prior to 1988), Hudson and Nash Cars

Saturday June 25, 2022 (Rain or Shine)

Start-time 9:00am, Registration Closes 12:00 noon, Awards 3:00pm

ADMISSION

Exhibitors: $20 (Car & Driver **)
Vendors: $20 (Vehicle & Driver**)
Passengers: $5 p.p. **
Children Under 12—Free
** Museum Entry Fee

NEW Location

Scugog Shores Museum Village
16210 Island Road, Port Perry ON L9L 1B4
Spacious all grass show-field
Washroom facilities
Food options
Disc Jockey
Door Prizes
Historic village buildings open for touring
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Marketplace
Members ads are free and run for three issues unless we
hear otherwise. Renew as often as you like.
Photo ads $5.00 (members only). Non member ads $15.00 each, for up to 40 words.
phone: 905-859-4236 or ronald.ron.morrison@gmail.com
All ads are on our website!
www.northernramblerscarclub.com
Deadline for the next issue, Check the Masthead Page 1 for dates
(Note that the Editor has the right to re-size and alter advertisements without prior notice)

CARS FOR SALE

1977 Pacer D/L Coupe $3500.
Negotiable. Motivated. Make me an offer.
Have a portfolio of pictures to share.
Perfect Project Car, non running, needs
some TLC. Mechanically, not much needed
to get it running, some rear quarter panel &
interior work required. Original Alberta car
with transplanted 258 2v with AT, column
shift. Perfect dash & door panels, gauge
package (rare), aluminum rims, newer radial
ww tires. Tim Rusling radiocitycab@yahoo.com
Rare UR18 Carbs — Complete Set
Best Offer over $3,000.
Contact Greg Randle
807-939-1297
greg3115@gmail.com

PARTS FOR SALE
Door Handles for all AMC cars- from 1965
and up. 1965-1967 Classic, Marlin and Ambassador. 1968 and up $99.00 each. Hornet/Gremlin/Eagle are $69.00 each. American from 1964-1969 including all 1964 models are $74.50 each. SHOP MANUALS!!
American Motors shop manuals 1950 to
1988 in stock. Also good selection of literature available. NEW MIRRORS. The basic
Rambler mirror that was standard equipment on all 64-69 AMC cars (do not have
the “R” marking). Fit both left and right
sides. Comes with mounting gaskets. Nice
reproductions, better than the originals.
$109 each. New Reproduction Gas Tanks
for 1968-70 AMX/Javelin. $399 ea. Call:
647-231-1699 (1)
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Exhaust Manifolds (From a 1968 390
CI engine) $40 for the pair. Tony Dezeeuw
jet19@sympatico.ca or 905-934-8908
Gremlin Parts—Contact Mike Penfold
arizonamike46@gmail.com
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Gremlin/Hornet speedo cable-$30
Gremlin (70-73) H’dlight trim rings-$20ea
76 Gremln Model Kit Unopened- $40
NOS Gremlin Locking Gas Caps $300ea
NOS Starter Solenoid-$20.
Gremlin Rear Brake Cable set-$30.
Used Gremlin Floor Shifter (2 covers) Used H’dlight Buckets A+ -$75 pair
Used Novelty Gremlin Blue Dot Tail lite
Lenses—$20 ea
10 New Gremlin tail lite lense gasket—$30
>>

11. EXCELLENT Used Gremlin Tail Light
Housings with Lenses- $90 ea.
12. Unused Reman Electric Wiper Motor - $90
13. NOS Gremlin/Hornet Battery Tray-$50
14. Gremlin/Hornet Rubber Cowl Seal-$50
15. Gremlin/Hornet W’dshield Wiper Switch -$50
16. 11" Plastic Gremlin Cars—Red or Blue
Rare Model-$75 ea.
17. Early Gremlin Grill Support Brackets-$40 set
18. Gremlin/Hornet Chrome Shock Tower
Caps-$50
19. 2 Sets of Neoprene V8 Rocker Cover
Gaskets-$40 ea.
20. NOS Rear Axle Seals....Fits Many
AMCs-$30
21. NOS Gremlin/Hornet (2 door cars)
Sill Plates-$200
22. NOS Gremlin or Hornet Door Edge
Guards-$75
23. Used (Excellent Condition) AMC
Chrome V/8 Valve Covers-$30
24. NOS Gremlin/Hornet Inner Fender
(Passenger Side, near battery tray) -$200
25. 2 NOS Gremlin Tail Light Housings.
Right & Left Sides-$200 ea.
26 NOS Gremlin Tail Light Lenses-$150 pair
27. 2 NOS chrome o/s remote mirrors, right &
left sides—$250 pair
28. 1 nice set chrome blue based arm rests—
$75
29. Excellent used set Blue Denim Door Panels

Weatherstripping All AMC, Ramblers and
some Nashs. Please call for pricing. Large inventory in stock. Call 647-231-1699 -(1)

Wanted
Front Fenders (2) 1962 American
Good condition preferred, but let me know
what you have.
Kevin Waugh 902-888-9515
kevinwaugh@eastlink.ca

Parts for 1974 Javelin AMX:
Uncracked Passenger Grab Handle
Under-hood A/C hoses
Space Saver Tire (E78-14 dated 1974)
3 Row Blackstone Radiator 3222609 X4
Plastic Grille Tub Tab; 1974 Dealer
Upholstery/Trim Manual— Jerry Enders
kidmeknot@gmail.com 613-417-2824
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1981 Concord Wagon DL Interior Panels
-Rear passenger door panel
-Rear cargo area panel. Colour needed is
“Nutmeg” (17N), but good panels in any colour ok. Contact Hilary Riem at:
hilliaryriem@gmail.com To clarify what is
wanted, pictures are available.
1971—1974 Javelin
“Driver” quality car wanted.
Henry Sobanski 519-245-3628
1965 /1965 Ambassador HT
327, AT console, buckets. No collisions, no
major rust.
Gas Tank 1966 Ambassador
Delmont Wanner Text 306-471-9001

Hundreds of parts available

for

1954-87 American Motors
We have NOS, reproduction, and very good used parts
Specializing in 100 per cent Ariz. (rust free) sheet metal
And in restoration of interior switches, interior plastic
Have factory AMC disk brake changeovers available
Front end parts, brake parts, engine, trans. parts etc.

Call Greg at AUTO MANIA, 803 North Stockton St.,
Lodi, Calif. 602 371-8722
Best to telephone first - email is:
Gremlin343@gmail.com
* We restore all AMC wiring harnesses.
* Also available: custom-wound coil springs for all
AMCs.

P.S. Pictures available for all parts

From Our Club Store
What better way to surprise that friend or loved one than with AMC-themed merchandise from the Northern
Ramblers Car Club! Look over our ‘catalogue’, there is most likely something to suit that “AMC-phyle” .

CHECK for current shipping rates: 416-999-1812 email jojavelin@hotmail.com
ORDER FORM, page 28

Club or AMC patches.

Why not order one of each. $5 ea. + Shipping

Our Famous Northern Ramblers Club Jacket,
original AMC style, produced by the same company that produced the original. Red, White and
Blue with AMC “Flag” crest.
Available in M, L, XL, XXL. $85 ea. + Shipping

Club pin. Order one along with your AMC
golf shirt or hat. $5 ea. + Shipping

If you don’t have one of our popular Club Hats,
you should get one. They are a high quality tricolour design (as above) with the AMC flag
logo and are available in blue, red or black
body. Wear one of these with pride at your local
area cruise nights, or buy as a present for a
friend. $15 ea. + Shipping. You just won’t find
a better cap for the money.
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Club 25th Anniversary book. Jam packed
with useful articles and tips. $20 ea. + Shipping. Limited quantities available.
>>

On “Clearance”

Golf shirt with the AMC “Flag” logo. High quality
and popular with Club members. Limited sizes &
quantities available in either gray or white cloth.
Limited quantity, limited sizes $10 ea. (was
$25) + Shipping.

Burgundy Hanes T-shirt celebrating the 50th
anniversary of AMX/Javelin. Available in
Large, XL and XXL. $20 ea. + Shipping

Custom AMC license plate frames. Get one for
your AMC/Rambler. Two hole, white with American Motors proudly spelled out in black block
letters, with corporate logo. Easy to install.
$5 ea. or TWO for $7 (front and back plates) +
Shipping. A great deal at this price.

Rambler-Rama T-shirt, sizes S/M/ L, only. Available in gray only. ON SALE for $10 ea. ( was
$25) + Shipping. Get one before they go.

For AMC/Rambler Parts
Darryl Rae - - 647 231 1699
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CLUB STORE ORDER PAGE
Contact Quartermaster Joe Galea
for details regarding availability, combined shipping costs on multiple purchases, or if you have any ideas for new Club Store items.
(jojavelin@hotmail.com or phone 416-999-1812)

REMEMBER that 100% of the Proceeds From the Sales of Northern
Rambler’s Store Items Goes Directly to Support
Your Club’s Activities

Qty.

Item

Size

Shipping
Total Amount of Cheque or Money Order
Detach and send off to
Northern Ramblers Mail Order Centre

Joe Galea
1616 Rayleen Cres.,
Pickering, Ontario L1X 1X3

Note: Please do not send cash in the mail.
Joe Galea,
Your Address & Phone # – Please fill in below

_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
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Cost
Per

Total

Membership Form
NORTHERN RAMBLERS CAR CLUB (est. 1979)
A Canadian club honouring the American Motors Corporation.
(Ownership of a vehicle not necessary.)

Northern Ramblers Car Club is dedicated to the restoration and enjoyment of all
American Motors vehicles from 1902 to 1988: Rambler, Metropolitan, Ambassador, Classic, American, Marlin, Rebel, AMX, Javelin, Hornet, Gremlin, Matador, Pacer, Spirit, Concord, Eagle, AMC - Renaults, Premiere, Jeep and predecessor companies including Nash
and Hudson
MEMBERSHIP DUES
Paper Version Newsletter: $35 1 year, $68 2 years; U.S. Members US $40 per year
NEW
Electronic Version Newsletter: $20 1year, $38 2 years: US. Members US $20 per year

For Payment Options Go to: www.northernramblerscarclub.com
Paying by cheque/Money order, please complete the application below and send it to:

NORTHERN RAMBLERS CAR CLUB
Ron Morrison
176 Sheardown Drive
Nobleton, Ontario L0G 1N0
905-859-4236

NAME: _______________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS: ____________________________________________________________________
CITY: _________________________ PROVINCE: _______ POSTAL CODE: ___________
HOME PHONE: _______________________ BUSINESS PHONE: _____________________
E-MAIL ADDRESS: ____________________________________________________________
VEHICLE YEAR / MODEL: ____________________________ ENGINE: _______________
TRANS.:____________________ COLOUR: _______________________________________
OPTIONS / FEATURES: ______________________________________________________________
If available, send along a photo(s) of your car for our files* if more than one vehicle, please attached details.

IS THIS YOUR FIRST TIME APPLYING? YES______
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NO______

January/February 2022

Spotted by. Steve Johnston
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